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Session 3
Phase 1 - 

Summarizing & 
Interpreting Data



P R E - S E S S I O N

              
  Learning Path

Outcomes 
                      

Grounding
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Prior to entering 
the live session, 
take some time 

to prepare for the 
learning ahead.  



Building Tiered Supports for AAC

What You’ll Learn
In this session, we will give you some guidance on how to describe and 
summarize the data you have collected from your analysis of a student’s 
communication behaviors. For students with some level of verbal 
communication, we will give you some guidance on how to describe and 
summarize this information as well. And for students who already have 
aided tools in place, we will give you some guidance on how to review the 
effectiveness of the current tools, and to identify potential gaps to 
determine if these tools are meeting the student’s needs. We will provide 
some scaffolded practice in “interpreting” your summaries you develop. 
This is a decision-making juncture in the AAC Needs Assessment process, 
to determine whether: verbal communication (with some additional 
support) is the right path for the student; whether the student has the right 
tools but may need a better implementation plan; or whether there is a 
need for exploration of additional strategies or tools. 

You’ll get better at: 
● Summarizing and describing  information gathered around 

communication behaviors (means)  and functions
● Summarizing and describing information gathered around verbal 

behavior
● Describing patterns of participation using any current aided 

communication tools 
● Interpreting data around “how my student is currently communicating”, 

and determining next steps

L E A R N I N G   P A T H   
&   O U T C O M E S
for Session 3
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 Phase 1 - 
Summarizing & 

Interpreting  Data

Needs Assessment 
Template

Verbal Behavior

Current Use of 
Aided Tools

Interpretation of 
Data
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Take a moment to identify what is familiar and what may be 
new about the concepts we’ll be exploring today:

Something familiar….                           Something new…

What are you MOST looking forward to exploring in order to 
develop your practice?

Learning Path & Outcomes
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Reasoning:

Reasoning:
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In the initial observation, it was noted that this 
student is primarily verbal, has reduced 
intelligibility, and uses multi-word sentences with 
numerous grammatical errors and omissions.  
They experience frequent communication 
breakdowns which can sometimes be repaired.

G R O U N D I N G

The teacher reported that the student uses 
vocalizations to gain attention and will run away 
or hit when upset. The student has been 
introduced to concrete symbols for highly 
preferred items, but does not discriminate them 
consistently. When observed, it was noted that they 
reach for or move toward desired items.  This 
student’s team knows him well and are accurate 
reporters.

This student is a first grader on the Autism 
Spectrum. He is in a classroom that is fairly 
structured, where he is frequently working with
a para-educator. He has some verbal responses 
and also utilizes other means that I observed prior 
to collecting data for this assessment tool. He has 
opportunities to have free choice time where he is 
interacting with peers and adults.

TALC

CSA

Communication 
Matrix

We chose a different tool to determine means and functions for 
each of these cases.  Use the Tools to Support AAC Assessment 
Padlet as a resource along with the test protocols for the following 
assessments to provide some reasons why we might we have 
chosen each of these tools for these particular students.

Reasoning:

CSA
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Great job! You are now finished with 
the pre-session activities.

Continue to use this Companion Guide 
while participating in the LIVE session.
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Needs 
Assessment 

Template
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Needs Assessment Report Template 

Need some guidance?
Refer to the AAC Needs Assessment Report Writing Guide in the 
Assessment & Trials Materials on the website or Appendix C of 
the Supplemental Materials.

1

2
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It’s your turn to start building an AAC Needs Assessment Report 
for a student named “Isaac.”  

To do this:

1) Download the “Isaac Blank Report Template” in the  Session 3 
materials on the Open Access Website.  The background 
information is completed for you.

2) Save your Isaac report in the Google Drive folder you shared 
with your mentor.  

3) Write a summary of Isaac’s Means and Functions in the AAC 
Needs Assessment Report.  Using the following sources:

a) DGT on page 78 
b) CSA Summary Report on page 79 of the 

Companion Guide.  
c) Narrative Report with Graphs from the materials 

posted for Session 3 on the course website (note: 
snip the graphs from this document to paste into 
your report.)

Apply-Isaac

Your turn!
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Apply-Isaac
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Verbal 
Behavior
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Taken from The 
Meaningful Use of 
Speech Scale 
(Robbins & Osberger, 1990)

WE DO: 

Excerpt from Case Study: Kendall

Describe verbal behavior: 
Kendall is primarily a verbal communicator. She speaks in multiple word sentences, but typically 
only 1-2 words are intelligible and/or understood by the listener when the context is known and if 
context is not known, then this may decrease. Kendall will vocalize for her communication 
interactions and uses speech to attract others attention. Her vocalizations vary with content and 
the intent of her message. She is willing to use speech primarily to communicate with familiar and 
unfamiliar partners on known topics and novel topics. At times her messages are understood by 
people both familiar and unfamiliar with her speech. She sometimes attempts to repair or clarify 
her meaning if she isn’t understood, but more often will just let the opportunity pass. 

Needs 
Assessment 

Report 

DGT
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You do:  Use the information from Isaac’s DGT below to write a 
summary of his verbal behavior in the Needs Assessment Report 
you have started for him (saved in your google turn-in folder) .

Apply- Isaac
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Current 
Use of 

Aided Tools
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DGT Excerpt from Case Study: Kendall

WE DO: DGT: Gather 
Info.
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Report Excerpt from Case Study: Abe

Current use of aided communication tools (if applicable):
Abe has access to a 40-word core board.  He occasionally attends visually to 
adult modeling of core board use; however, he rarely utilizes the board 
himself.  He also has access to other visual supports such as a choice board 
of sensory items.  He was observed making choices both from his choice 
board and verbally.  Using verbalizations and/or aided means, Abe did not 
appear frustrated when attempting to communicate during the course of the 
evaluation.  However, there were a few occasions in which he was observed 
to exhibit a behavioral outburst and required an adult to provide options to 
help himself regulate.  Communication breakdowns were also noted to occur 
very rarely and were resolved by asking him to repeat his message verbally 
and/or through use of a choice board. 

Needs 
Assessment 

Report 
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Use the information from Isaac’s DGT below to write a 
summary of his current communication tools in the 
Needs Assessment Report you have started for him 
(saved in your google turn-in folder) .

Apply- Isaac
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Interpretation
of  Data
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Phase 1
Document a 
student’s current 
communication 
behaviors - means 
& functions

If appropriate, 
describe current 
augmented 
strategies and 
patterns of 
participation

Clinical judgement… 
make a determination if 
the student’s current 
systems of 
communication are 
meeting student’s needs

If YES, identify 
strategies to 
support continued 
development of 
verbal and 
expressive 
language skills.
Use Phase 1 Report 
Writing Guide and 
Phase 1 Report 
Writing Template

If NO, move on to Phase 2.
Use Phase 2 Report Writing Guide and 
Phase 2 Report Writing Template

Are Student’s Current System(s) 
Meeting His/Her Needs?

The Big 
Question!
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Phase 1 - Interpretation of Data- Kendall

What boxes would you check for Kendall?  Refer back to the 
previous Phase 1 sections (Means & Functions, Verbal Use, 
Current Use of Tools, from her DGT in the Companion Guide.
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Determining whether we move on to Phase 2
 

Are Kendall’s communication needs being met? 
❏ Yes, our assessment stops here.
❏ No, we are moving on to Phase 2  

What is your reasoning?

90

Are Abe’s communication needs being met? 
❏ Yes, our assessment stops here.
❏ No, we are moving on to Phase 2

What is your reasoning?



P O S T - S E S S I O N

Reflect
        

Extend

Apply
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R E F L E C T 

What is my current level of confidence with  Phase 1 of the AAC 
Needs Assessment Process?

Insert emojis or words for reflection

Why do you feel that way?

We can discuss during your coaching call.
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E X T E N D

Using the completed Phase 1 Data Gathering Tool for Isaac  (on the next 
few pages) fill out this Interpretation of Data section which you will then 
use for your Apply Activity.
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-Isaac
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E X T E N D
-Isaac
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E X T E N D
-Isaac
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E X T E N D
-Isaac
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Post 
Session - 
Module 1

Apply- Isaac

Given your completed Interpretation of Data on the DGT for Isaac 
(extend activity), apply your clinical judgement and determine 
whether you are moving on to Phase 2. 

Write the summary of phase one appropriate to your decision in 
your Isaac report template. We will be reviewing this summary in 
your coaching session. 

You will have then completed Phase 1 of an AAC 
Needs Assessment report. Way to go!

Clinical judgement… 
make a determination if 
the student’s current 
systems of 
communication are 
meeting student’s needs

If YES, identify 
strategies to 
support continued 
development of 
verbal and 
expressive 
language skills.
Use Phase 1 Report 
Writing Guide and 
Phase 1 Report 
Writing Template

If NO, move on to Phase 2.
Use Phase 2 Report Writing Guide and 
Phase 2 Report Writing Template
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ARE STUDENT’S CURRENT SYSTEMS (including vocalization/verbalization, nonverbal behavior and any aided 

systems currently in place) OF COMMUNICATION MEETING HIS/HER NEEDS?

☐   YES (If yes, provide recommendations for supporting continued use and skill development to support the 

outcomes of: successfully showing what they know/understand; building independence; building relationships or 

social connection).

 

☐   NO (If no, proceed to next phase)


